
C4ST’s comprehensive and well referenced report, "C4ST Fact-checks Government of 
Canada Webpages Regarding Health Risks and Wireless Technologies, including 5G," 
identifies many of the misleading and inaccurate statements made on the Government of 
Canada’s federal ministries’ webpages of Health Canada and Innovation, Science and Economic 
Development.  https://www.appel5gappeal.ca/eng/fact-checker.php  (excerpts follow, see 
footnotes on website) 
 

Currently, the Government of Canada (GoC) provides assurances on its webpages that exposures to 
radiofrequency (RF) energy (=radiation) from 5G technologies and from everyday wireless devices such as 
cell phones and cell tower antennas are safe. Canadians for Safe Technology (C4ST) has fact-checked 
some of these statements and found them to be inaccurate and misleading to the point of being 
“misinformation.” 
 

Health Canada is well aware that there is substantial, strong scientific evidence that radiofrequency/microwave radiation can cause 
harm even when there is no heating of tissue.i Neither Health Canada nor any of the authorities it looks to for guidance have 
provided any studies showing safety of exposure to 5G technology emissions over the long term.ii,iii 
 
Industry-funded studies find harm less frequently than non-industry-funded studiesiv and in some cases can suppress results from 
studies showing harm.v,vi Adverse effects were summarized by Levitt and Lai in 2010.vii Neither Health Canada nor any “authoritative 
body” that it looks to for guidance has addressed this in a meaningful way. A study conducted in 2017, after the latest revision of 
Safety Code 6 (2015), found blood abnormalities and DNA damage in people living close to cell network antennas (base stations).viii  
 
Over the past 11 years, Safety Code 6 has been re-examined twice, resulting in only minor revisions. The process was flawed,ix,x 
and the now disproven premise from the 1920sxi that there can be no harm without significant heating remains as the basis to 
determine safety of wireless devices such as cell phones and network antennas. After each of these revisions of Safety Code 6 was 
published, hearings were held by the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Health (HESA). Both times HESA made a number of 
recommendations for more protective approaches and standards in Safety Code 6.xii None have had any substantive 
implementation.   

 
Full rollout of 5G technologies will greatly increase exposure to RF radiation, because many more cellular antennas are required for 
the vast number of new devices. 5G technologies introduce new frequencies (millimetre waves) not previously widely used for 
wireless communications, as well as frequencies common to pre-5G technologies (2G, 3G, 4G and LTE).  
 
Users and bystanders are exposed to RF radiation from antennas built into devices such as:  cell phones, tablets, and laptops; 
wireless printers; smart wearables; wireless earpieces, headphones, and goggles; smart appliances; and many other wireless-
enabled objects. Whether or not they are using a wireless device, everyone is exposed to RF radiation. Wireless “coverage,” 
“signals” or “connections” are RF radiation emissions from antennas attached to cell towers, buildings, utility poles; Wi-Fi access 
points; and security system equipment.  
 
The GoC relies on Health Canada’s Safety Code 6 (2015)xiii,xiv with the stated goal to ensure that RF radiation exposure limits will 
keep Canadians safe. Innovation, Science and Economic Development (ISED)xv has adopted Safety Code 6 guidelines, for 
compliance requirements for RF emitting wireless devices and equipment. No guideline or regulation addresses environmental 
effects on other mammals, birds, insects, vegetation and natural processes. 
 
Health Canada is turning a blind eye to the science and deaf ear to the warnings of scientists, medical doctors and other experts 
that 5G technologies have not been tested for harmful biological effects.xvi,xvii C4ST’s position is that 5G rollout should be halted until 
scientists who are independent of industry influence demonstrate that 5G technologies are safe for Canadians.xviii,xix 

 
5G will use millimetre frequencies, in addition to many of the same frequencies already in use (2G, 3G,4G and LTE). The science 
on the effects of exposure to millimetre frequencies on biological systems is sparse. Most studies have looked at only one frequency 
in the millimetre range and not the complex RF mixtures that 5G technologies will emit. 
  

Safety Code 6 (2015) is outdated. It does not protect the health of Canadians from RF radiation emitted by pre-5G 
technologies (cell phones, cell tower antennas, Wi-Fi, etc.). There is ample science to demonstrate that RF energy (=radiation) 

is not safe below maximum exposure limits in Safety Code 6. 
 

• Experts maintain that a "known human carcinogen" classification is the appropriate classification. This is the same 
category as asbestos and cigarette smoke. 

 

• There is indisputable evidence that there are serious health risks from exposure to radiofrequency EMF (RF radiation) at 
and below the maximum exposure limits in Safety Code 6 (2015). C4ST responds to this and related statements under the 
following headings: cancer, sperm and DNA damage, children and cell phones. 

 
• The thousands of studies referenced above also include high-quality studies that show adverse health effects at or below 

Canadian limits. Ambient and commonly encountered levels of RF radiation are scientifically demonstrated to cause or 
contribute to cancers,xx,xxi,xxii,xxiii sperm damage,xxiv reproductive harms,xxv learning and memory deficits,xxvi and 
neurodegenerative, cellular and genetic damage.xxvii,xxviii, xxix ,xxx,xxxi,xxxii 

 

• A growing number of RF radiation exposed Canadians experience immediate and debilitating health problems (that could 
be prevented) such as headaches, irregular heartbeats, cognitive difficulties and insomnia, resulting in poor quality of 
life.xxxiii All Canadians are susceptible to developing such health issues, unless their ever-increasing exposure to 
RF radiation is curtailed. 

https://www.appel5gappeal.ca/eng/fact-checker.php
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